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Agenda

● Evolution in Software Development Processes
● Logging and Error Reporting - The Basics
● Next Gen Error Reporting - What’s That Mean?
● Common Workflows
● Q/A
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What languages and technologies do you use?

JavaScript
Node
Python
C++
.NET / C#
What else?

Containers & Kubernetes
Serverless
Blockchain
IoT & Hardware
Database
AI / ML
What else?



Changes in Software Development Practices
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More Automation in 
Build and Deploy

More Testing and 
Feedback Earlier in the 
Cycle 

More Frequent 
Deployments and 
Releases



Even with Agile and DevOps, ~50% of engineering 
effort is still spent on reactive unplanned work

5Source: Accelerate: State of DevOps 2018: Strategies for a New Economy | Does DevOps Matter? Pg 31-32 

https://lp.google-mkto.com/rs/248-TPC-286/images/DORA-State%20of%20DevOps.pdf


Why?
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Builds, Testing and Infrastructure

But the Problem of



Example: Errors in the build pipeline 

Teams lose precious 
hours collecting the 
artifacts they need to 
properly triage, 
prioritize, and resolve 
the issue.
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Developer pushes to 
git repo, and Webhook 
triggers Jenkins build

Build

Test run

Functional

Performance

Code Analysis

Other Tests

Jenkins orchestrates the 
Integration and 

Deployment phases

Here we can see some 
failures and warning 
during the test run. 

The team needs to decide 
how to proceed.



Logging - The technique we are all familiar with
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Pros

● Built in
● Easy to implement
● Provides local context
● Widely adopted 
● Lots of bells and whistles 

Cons

● Impacts performance 
● Lots of noise
● Steep learning curve 
● No correlations
● No actionable work 

units

Types

● Build-it-yourself
● Pre-packaged tools



Error reporting begins to emerge
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Benefits over logging

● Grouping and Deduplication 
● Reporting 
● State and Lifecycle Management 
● Jira Integration



Next gen error reporting provides better answers
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Capture

Prioritize

What errored or crashed?

Does it matter?

Resolve Why did it happen?



Capture
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Can you easily capture 
crashes across all 
deployments?

Identify when during 
runtime the crash occurs

Understand impact on different 
Versions, OS, chipsets, etc

Capture and retain every crash 
without forced data sampling



Prioritize
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Automated symbolication saves 
hours of time and effort to get 

human readable call stacks

Sophisticated deduplication 
ensures similar crashes are 

grouped together

How fast can you 
prioritize the most 
impactful crashes?

Filter by Status, Assignee or Tag.
2 way sync with Jira or other issue 

trackers.



Resolve

Can you view all the 
data you need to find 
root cause?

Classifiers based on static 
analysis provide useful 

hints

View full thread, call stack, and 
contextual details from the 

convenience of your browser. See 
variable values and details

Jump to faulting frame and view 
indicators of anomalous behaviors  

and more.



Next gen error reporting integrates throughout the SDLC
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Fix crashes before they are released Find crashes that affect users in real-time

Continuous Quality Feedback

PLAN CODE BUILD TEST DEPLOY OPERATE MONITOR

Does it matter? Why did it crash? Collect all relevant fault data

PRIORITIZE
Which component is at 
fault?

How often did it 
happen?

How many users does it 
impact?

Across which releases 
and environments?

RESOLVE
A web-based debugger makes 
data easy to access

Deep introspection makes it  
easier to understand

Classifiers provide helpful  hints

Variable values give additional 
context

CAPTURE
Structured, searchable error reports with custom data

Dump files, stack traces, system attributes, logs and other attachments

Automated prioritization and crash grouping to identify key issues

Time saved in fixing severe issues as new products are developed and 
tested

Errors in applications without relying on user reports and manual 
interaction

Impact on different OS, GPUs, chipsets and more



Next gen error reporting provides automated fault 
collection for CI/CD

Go beyond binary job status

No more telephone



Questions?



Thank You!
Jason Davis
jdavis@backtrace.io
@jasoncdavis0


